The need to reduce bandwidth, improve productivity, autonomy and the scalability in multi-robot teleoperation has been recognized for a long time. In this article we propose a novel finite state machine mobile agent based on the network interaction service model, namely FS-MAS. This model consists of three finite state machines, namely the Finite State Mobile Agent (FS-Agent), which is the basic service module. The Service Content Finite State Machine (Content-FS), using the XML language to define workflow, to describe service content and service computation process. The Mobile Agent computation model Finite State Machine (MACM-FS), used to describe the service implementation. Finally, we apply this service model to the multi-robot system, the initial realization completing complex tasks in the form of multi-robot scheduling. This demonstrates that the robot has greatly improved intelligence, and provides a wide solution space for critical issues such as task division, rational and efficient use of resource and multirobot collaboration.
Introduction
Teleoperation has been widely applied in a variety of situations, ranging from space exploration, inspections, robotic navigation, surveillance, underwater operations and rescue activities. It has the promise and advantages of being able to provide replaceable surrogates for humans in hazardous or difficult working environments over long distances, potentially improving productivity and reducing costs. Regardless of whether the remote machine or robot is manually controlled by an operator, or semiautonomous, or even fully autonomous for some specific tasks, human observation, intervention and supervision still play integral roles in these teleoperated systems. [1] Multi-robot teleoperation is not a simple cumulative single robot teleoperation, the relationships in multi-robot system are extremely complex, and if not handled properly, it might not only malfunction, but also affect the performance of a single robot [2, 3, 4] . In multi-robot systems, the inappropriate distribution or misuse of resources is likely to cause conflict or deadlock. Therefore, it is necessary to study network interaction service models for multi-robot teleoperation, which ensure the exchange of information between robots and the sharing of resources. A well-designed interactive network service model is necessary for efficient cooperation in multi-robot systems.
Teleoperation systems have found many applications in past decades, however, these systems pose three challenges in the process of development [5] : [1] Lack of a generic framework for multi-robot teleoperation systems [2] Low performance in limited bandwidth [3] The presence of a time delay in most teleoperation systems makes them unstable and/or demonstrates undesired performance.
Three strategies have been created for these challenges [4, 5] :
1. Evolution of existing systems 2. Adapt largely distributed systems to teleoperation 3. Design dedicated systems.
In order to overcome the current deficiencies, in this paper, we propose a novel finite state machine based on the network interaction service model, namely FS-MAS. This model imports Agent as a solution for resource sharing and use which can automatically search for resources and automatically run the tasks. The introduction of mobile GIS technology supports a mobile environment with mobile robot position detection framework. By introducing the idea of data-driven programming, using the basic tasks we defined before, the robot can combine them to complete more complex tasks, which have a certain independence and reusability. This model consists of three finite state machines, namely Finite State Mobile Agent (FS-Agent), which is the basic service module. Service Content Finite State Machine (Content-FS), we uses XML language to define workflow, to describe service content and service computation process. Mobile Agent computation model Finite State Machine (MACM-FS), used to describe the service implementation.
At the same time, we apply this service model to the multi-robot system, the initial realization completing complex tasks in the form of multi-robot scheduling. This demonstrates that robots have improved in intelligence, providing a wide solution space for critical issues such as task division, rational and efficient use of resource and multi-robot collaboration. This model is proved effectively.
The contributions of this article are: a) Importing mobile agent technology in teleoperation system, which provide good performance in limited bandwidth b) Importing the idea of data-driven programming which supports complex tasks. c) Designing and implementing a genetic framework and platform for multi-robot teleoperation.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the related technique used in multi-robot teleoperation and the related interaction service model. The architecture of the multi-robot system is presented in section 3. In section 4 we introduce a novel finite state mobile agent model and its application in the multi-robot remote interaction system. Section 5 concludes and outlines the future directions of our work.
Related work
Mobile agent technology has been proven to be an efficient and effective tool for sensor networks and distributed systems. Mobile agents can be dynamically created during runtime and dispatched to remote systems to perform tasks with the most up-to-date code. Therefore, the mobility of mobile agents provides large-scale distributed applications with significant flexibility and adaptability to deal with unforeseen system perturbations. Agent technology is also used to communicate and synchronize the robots to perform complex tasks that require interagent coordination.
In the last few years a great number of agent-based methodologies have been proposed, but only some of them have been applied to develop robotic applications. As far as we know, the only agent-based methodologies used to analyse and design a robotic system are Cassipeia [7] , MaSE [8] and PASSI [9] .
It is well-known that during robot teleoperation, the operator's performance is seriously degraded due to large time delay. Recently, teleoperation based on virtual reality (VR) has been developed to tackle the problem of large time delays. Virtual reality technology is an effective way to overcome the large delay during space robot teleoperation [10] , however, it is highly dependent on the accuracy of the model. Model errors between the virtual and real environment exist inevitably. The existing way to deal with the problem is by means of either model matching or robot compliance control.
Today, there have been numerous network interaction service models in multi-robot interactions, such as the early RPC, RMI, the more mature CORBA [11] , COM/DCOM and Web Service. But the existing network interaction service models cannot provide a dynamic service, the service is manual or semi-automatic, and with the lack of interoperability and reusability, more importantly, these models do not support multi-robot teleoperation well.
Architecture of the Multi-Robot
As shown below, robots communicate using a monitoring station through the wide area network. The robots communicate directly in the form of blackboard communication instead of communicating directly. Each robot can read or write messages in the MessageList in the blackboard. At the beginning, the robots retrieve tasks from the TaskList on the blackboard, afterwards they communicate and resource schedule, cooperating to execute tasks. ) Figure 1 . Architecture of multi-robot remote interaction
The Blackboard system is the expansion of the agenda in traditional artificial intelligence and expert systems, which supports distributed problem solving through the use of appropriate structures. Blackboard in multi-robots systems provides a public work area, where robots can exchange information, data and knowledge. The robot starts to by writing information item on the board, and then the other robots can use this for the system. The robot may access to the blackboard at any time to see if there is new information coming. It does not need to read all the information, but can filter out the information needed to for the current work. The robot must be authorized to access the central site. Each robot independently completes their promise to solve the subtask.
Network Interaction Service Model And Its application in a multi-robot system
The capability to communicate makes it possible for agents to work together to solve complex problems which cannot be dealt with by a single agent, this being the essence of multi-agent systems (MAS) [17] . MAS are noted for the fact that they are made up of collections of potentially independent and autonomous agents, usually heterogeneous, which work together to solve a problem which goes beyond their individual capabilities. MAS are appropriate within the domain in which the necessary knowledge to solve a problem is distributed along different places.
The authors show the suitability of using MAS for a teleoperation robot system because (1) the loose coupling nature of a multi-agent architecture allows more flexibility in the communication process and (2) the ability to assign responsibilities to each agent is ideal for solving complex tasks in a teleoperation system. On the other hand, intelligence distribution in MAS allows dealing with questions that turn up in the development of a teleoperation system (bandwidth, productivity, speed, robustness, autonomy and scalability) [18] .
Here is an example of multi-robots finishing a work by robot scheduling and task division. Robot1 read task T1, found the resources required for the task T1 in Room1, and then to obtain the resources from Room1, when carrying out their task, it found itself alone and could not go to achieve the task T1, so it needed to call robots in another room. Most robots use the priority algorithm in robot scheduling algorithms, however, the graph above shows two kinds of scheduling scheme. We use the nearest distance priority algorithm, that is, call for the nearest robot, collaborative tasks T1.
In the paper, we present a novel finite state mobile agent interaction service model. This model consists of three finite state machines, namely Finite State Mobile Agent (FS-Agent), which is the basic service module. The Service Content Finite State Machine (Content-FS), using XML language to define workflow, describes the service content and service computation process. The Mobile Agent computation model Finite State Machine (MACM-FS) is used to describe the service implementation.
FS-Agent
The FS-Agent provides an external mobility detection framework, as shown in Figure 3 , which is always running in the kernel of agents. Within the framework, there is a finite state machine for the mobile agent, and it is the same as the FS-Agent model in our previous work [12] . The external mobility detection framework can ascertain whether the hosts that agents deploy are moved and then collects the new resources of the hosts in their current positions. This is especially important for the position-aware services, such as choosing different control targets when users move in smart home cases.
The life cycles of all the actual service agents in FS-MAS can be defined as an auto-motioning finite state machine driven by resources. Here resources represent the general designation of data, devices and software in remote nodes that will potentially affect the state transition of the mobile agents. That is why we call those agents FS-Agent. As shown in Figure 1 , the finite state machine includes five states and one transition relationship between those states:
 Request state -each agent begins its life in this state and tries to request the resources and execution time slot which are required for the task.  Blocked state -once an agent obtains the necessary service time, it transits into this state. All the service mobile agents who obtain enough service time while without enough service resources at certain nodes will be put into the blocked state queue.  Suspended state -an agent will transit into this status once it obtains all the necessary resources. The system maintains a queue for the agents in this state which have enough resources while without enough service time at certain nodes.  Migration state -this state represents that an agent tries to obtain the necessary resources from a remote node after it fails to acquire those resources from the current node.  Serving state -if an agent obtains enough resources and service time, it will execute its service.
In a real FS-MAS system, any FS-Agent is actually executed in a container called agent home. The agent home is deployed at all the nodes and essentially provides the following services to all the agents:
 All the functions of an agent are invoked by the agent home indirectly  Queue management and agent Execution scheduling -it maintains several different queues (e.g., blocked queue, suspended queue, etc.) for the agents at the current node and is responsible for allocating service time for them if necessary.  Resource searching -it will proactively search resources on behalf of blocked agents.  Physical mobility detection for hosts, and updates the resources available in the new location when the hosts are moving. Scheduling: Intelligent scheduling is used to determine the best combination, it is one of the most interesting research areas in artificial intelligence and intelligent control. In decision-making sub-systems of multi-robot scheduling and collaboration, in order to be able to complete the task efficiently, the general role of each robot is not fixed. Therefore, the object-oriented intelligent scheduling is set :
Here are the sets of tasks, robots, rooms and resources. 
Content-FS
The Finite state machine mobile agent-based service model is mainly used to describe the situation in the actual network topology and path of the process of implementation. As for the expression of network services and description of the content itself, this paper presents a state machine to describe the service processes, a finite state service content machine, so you can be free from complex network topologies and the implementation of technical details which is specifically application-oriented, and allowing service designers to focus more on services content. A Sservices content finite state machine (Content-FS) is defined as follows: SF = (S0, Q, R, E, Θ, F) here, Q is the implementation of all services in the state set, Q is representative of each fragment during the operation of the specific resources, driven by the implementation of the finite state machine model, also known as the service status (equivalent to the state in MACM-FS); S0 is the initial implementation service state of the machine, which is the entrance of service state machine, there is S0  Q; E is the end set of states, i.e. all the network service can be stopped, there is E Q  ; R is the resource set which drives all state transitions in the network service; Θ is the state transition function driven by resource:
F is a collection of state machine constraint rulesconstraint rules defined by the specific services are to meet the specific service.
In fact, from the above definition, we can obtain the logical control relationship in the executive process of MACM-FS, the definition of the services of each state machine is driven by the model of mobile computing to start and compute. In different network topologies and distribution of information and network resources, the computing process of the service computing model driven by the same service content state machine (mobile agent service and the migration path) may not be the same, but its implementation of the service functions are the same -defined and described by the service content machine.
We describe all resources around the robot using XML language, i.e., using the state machine of Content-FS, describe the state of the robot with the state machine of FS-Agent, and finally using MACM-FS, according to different strategies for reasoning, guide the robot to complete tasks.
For Figure 5 , the Content-FS is described by XML, the process is shown in Figure 5 (see Appendix).
In the mobile robot network interaction services model, the mobile robot system describes the logical flow of its concrete implementation through Content-FS. This paper uses XML technology to achieve the process of mobile robot description and expression. Then analyses through Parser is embedded in the robot home and schedule, and offers the mobile service according to logic based on Content-FS processes. In the example above, this paper presents a simple XML format Content-FS description. The description file in the graph consists of three parts, namely the state of Content-FS (STATE label), necessary resources implementation for each state (RDF description) and the state of implementation of the function.
MACM-FS
The Content-FS only describes how a specific service will be carried out logically. However, it does not provide any information about how the service agent will be executed and migrated in reality. In our previous works [12] , we have proposed a finite state mobile agent computation model (MACM-FS), however, it obviously does not support the mobility of hosts, so here an improved mobile agent computation model is required. The Improved MACM-FS offers users a unified protocol to deploy and execute the mobile agent in a real system. The protocol can be viewed as a service computing process in a real network and it is also the mobile agent trace route. The Improved MACM-FS includes four key elements: In MACM-FS, all the migration, communication (message method) and remote execution have been regarded as a corresponding state in the computation model.
In the multi-robot system in our scenario, the job is to find the optimal combination in the set of Task, Robot, Room and Resource.
In the above example, for task T1, in this paper, we adopt the nearest distance priority scheduling policy, that is, the set of completing task T1. The figure above is a flow chart of the robot state in the initial state. State1, the robot reads the task. State2, robot obtains the resources needed to implement the task, but has lack of execution time. State3 is opposite to State2, the robot accesses State4 after acquiring resources and time for the task. Figure 5 . Content-FS describe the process of task executing 6. Summary This article we develop an FS-MAS model and apply it to the multi-robot teleoperation system. We conduct multirobot remote scheduling and resource management in a room -working together to complete complex tasks. FS-MAS enable multi-robot remote interaction to be more effective and productive. In particular, we believe that that model will enable humans and robots to work efficiently and effectively together, regardless of spatial distribution, communication channel and user interface. Further research work will focus on building a reusable network services state library, and on developing an appropriate constraint rule for some specific network systems (such as the Ad Hoc network, mobile communication network, etc.) or specific types of network services. In addition, as the popularity and development of the Semantic Web increases, how to improve robots intelligence, to better understand and identify the network resources and improve service quality, is also a very challenging research direction, but also full of practical and theoretical research value.
T1 = {Robot1, Robot2, Computer}
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